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Applications change...
Artificial Intelligence

AI Applications Today
Autonomous

Scheduling

Analysis

Planning &

of data

Understanding

Self-driving

and vision

cars

The Von Neumann revolution

The Rosenblatt revolution

The Deep Learner ®evolution

Takes all in

Computes
aggregates
Computes
aggregates

Classifies
aggregates
Computes
aggregates

Reminder on training
• At each step, the training procedure:
1.
2.

perturbates vector w
applies Fw to one or more entries of the
training set f
3. computes the classification error Ew
4. uses Ew variation to numerically
estimate the gradient of Ew
5. updates w based on it.
• The classification error Ew can be computed
as linear (L1) or quadratic (L2) sum of the
differences between Fw outputs and the data
in f.

• This training drives Fw along the error
gradient, progressively reducing Ew.
• The goal is to find the vector w that
minimizes Ew over f.

Fw

Where is the difference
 Before:
 Learning NN weights was long and uncertain
 Every example tuned weights a little until desired
accuracy was reached  or gradient vanished 
 Needed time and labelled examples
 After:
 Intermediate layers just convert the input space in
another one preserving the input space probability
density


Autoencoder, Convolutional, Boltzmann..

 Can be trained

examples

independently, without labelled

 Last layer computes the

desired analytics
(classification, prediction, optimization) over
the abstractions computed by intermediate
layers

Closer look
• Autoencoder: a network which implements two transformations –
encoding, encode(x): Rn→Rd and decoding, decode(z): Rd→Rn.
• Goal: obtain a d-dimensional representation of data such that an error
measure E() aggregating the differences between {x} and
{f(x)=decode(encode(x))} is minimized, so that {encode(x)} has in Rd the
same frequency of {x} in Rn (if d=n, encode() is trivially the identity
function).
•

In the simplest case, both the encode() and decode() consist of feedforward neural networks with classical fully connected layers computing
g(W x+b), where W are the weights and g() is some non-linear activation
function.

• A DL classifier can be seen as a sequence of auto-encoders followed by a
traditional NN classifier.

Artificial Neural Systems Evolution

1. Feed-forward 3 Layer Net

2. Feed-forward Deep Multi-Layer Net

3. Feed-forward Heterogeneous
Multi-Layer Net

4. Recurrent, Heterogeneous,
Sparsely-Connected Net
Millions
of
threads

The reference problem
Let us consider the typical AI problem: classifying the items
of a multi-dimensional data space DS into classes of interest
belonging to a set C = (C1,…,Cn).
1.
2.
3.

Sample gathering (trusted environment): Use a sample S (a subset
of DS) and tabulate a partial classification function f : S -> C,
obtaining a training set, which we shall also call f.
Training step (trusted environment): Use the training set f to train a
model able to compute another function F : DS -> C.
Inference step (semi-trusted environment): Deploy F into
production, using it to classify individuals from DS as needed.

Note: This procedure involves a disclosure risk whenever f can be
inferred from F.

An example: risk evaluation for lenders
Gathering: We use a sample S of borrowers and tabulate
the partial classification function f : S -> C = {P,NP},
obtaining a training set

An example: risk evaluator for lenders
Training : Then, we use the training set f to set-up a NN
model to compute function F : DS -> C.

BTW: Use
gender as
tie breaker?

element of f “closest” to x according to some distance d
Inference : F(31, medium, F, MSc) = P
D1

D2

D4
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Here f is integral part of
the definition of model
F and is therefore fully
disclosed whenever F is
deployed.

AI Orchestration

Remark: Orchestration is linked to data model
 In terms

of our reference problem:

 Data on borrowers

lending agency:
 Putting

are gathered via a single camera in the

together the feature vectors is done at gathering

time
 Single trusted source
 Training a classifier = independent training of multiple layer
pairs acting as statistical learners = huge number of
distributed matrix multiplications.
 Data on borrowers

are gathered via company database
plus heterogeneous distributed sensors.
 Putting

together the feature vectors is a computation in itself
(e.g. via the computation of semantic-driven joins)
 Non-uniform veracity
 Training a classifier: Better to partition the data model and
train greedily.
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S. Cimato, E. Damiani
Some Ideas on
Privacy-Aware Data
Analytics in
the Internet-ofEverything, Selected
Essays on the 70th
birthday of S. Jajodia,
LNCS

Three open areas for modeling


Modeling the input representation and partitioning.


Feature set collected by different sensors will have natively a faceted structure.



Facets (=views) can be treated differently, e.g. coordinating training of multiple
models (co-training).

 Modeling the training

strategy.



When training time is not an issue, the choice between shallow and deep training
strategies will depend mostly on the desired accuracy.



If there is a deadline for deploying, one should tune the depth to achieve
acceptable training time even at the expense of accuracy.

 Modeling the adversary.


Adversarial learning deals with data where features may have diverse veracity, due
to the presence of hostile, untrusted or semi-trusted components along the model
training chain.



Adversarial paradigm considers data preparation/gathering as inherently including
a source of perturbation and trains ML models considering the uncertainty type.
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Our Model-driven approach
Abstract

the typical data and
procedural models (e.g., data
pipeline) implemented in AI/big
data frameworks

Develop

model transformations
to translate modelling decisions
into actual provisioning

Declarative
Models

(Non-)Functional
Goals: Service goals
of Big Data Pipeline

Reservoir
and
Procedural
Models

What the BDA
should achieve and
how to achieve
objectives

Deployment
Models

How the BDA
process should work
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Research Objectives
 Usability and productivity
 Customers

lacking Big Data expertise in managing big data analytics
deploying a full big data pipeline
 Fast roll-out: efficient link between R&D and production

 Accountability and reproducibility
 Multiple solutions can be compared
 Clear specification of the services
 Reuse and modularity

 Verifiability

 Assess preconditions
 Check consistency with

 Technology neutrality

requirements

 Multiple

platforms are supported

 Security,

Privacy: more later

 Non-functional

properties

Declarative Models
 Specify

(Non-)Functional Goals
(NFGs/FGs)
 Five areas: representation, preparation,
analytics, processing, display and
reporting
A

single model because aspects of different
areas may impact on the same procedural
model
 Based on a controlled vocabulary
 Controlled

names (e.g., anonymization) –
(Non-)Functional Indicators (NFIs/FIs)
 Values in an ordinal scale as strings or
numbers (e.g., obfuscation, hashing, kanonymity) – (Non-)Functional Objectives
(NFOs/FOs)

Declarative
Models

(Non-)Fuctional
Goals: Service goals
of Big Data Pipeline

Reservoir
and
Procedural
Models

What the BDA
should achieve and
how to achieve
objectives

Deployment
Models

How the BDA
process should work

Data models
 The wave of

interest in AI and analytics
applications has spawned a high variety
of data models for storing analytics
inputs

 Examples:

NoSQL soft-tabular (Big-Table
Hbase/HDFS), triple stores, graph-based
(Neo4j).

 These models do not

fully support
incremental data design based on
concepts.

C. Ardagna, E. Damiani, F. Frati, D.
Rebeccani :
A Configuration-Independent
Score-Based Benchmark for
Distributed Databases. IEEE Trans.
Services Computing 9(1): 123-137
(2016)
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Sample data reservoir for our example

Adapted from IBM International Technical Support Document
“Designing and Operating a Data Reservoir” May 2015
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Our recipe for reservoir design
 Use

a self-contained, graph-based
meta-model (GSMM) that can
represent various aspects of
(semi)structured data, such as static or
dynamic information, crisp or fuzzy
data;

 Apply constraints

to GSMM to
represent NoSQL data models like
Neo4j or soft schemata BigTable-like
models

a variable set of
columns to be chosen at dataset
instantiation time within a column family
and - consequently - allows choosing
among multiple structures for each table
entry.

Declarative
Models

(Non-)Fuctional
Goals: Service goals
of Big Data Pipeline

Reservoir
and
Procedural
Models

What the BDA
should achieve and
how to achieve
objectives

Deployment
Models

How the BDA
process should work

 Soft schemata allow

E. Damiani, B. Oliboni, E. Quintarelli and
L. Tanca
A Graph-based Meta Model for
Heterogeneous Data Management
Knowledge and Information Systems,
2018
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RESERVOIR META-MODEL TO MODELS
• METAMODEL= GSMM
GRAPH
• ADD CONSTRAINTS
TO IDENTIFY THE
DATA MODEL FOR
THE SPECIFIC AI
PIPELINE
• GENERATE NoSQL
REPRESENTATION
(NO DATA COPY)

TOREADOR Review
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Procedural Models
 Formally describe how services must

be configured and composed to
achieve a specific objective
 Rely

on declarative model information for
identifying and composing
services/modules
 Simple to map NFOs/FOs on procedures
 Platform independent

 Extendable service interface library
 Easy

Declarative
Models

(Non-)Fuctional
Goals: Service goals
of Big Data Pipeline

Reservoir
and
Procedural
Models

What the BDA
should achieve and
how to achieve
objectives

Deployment
Models

How the BDA
process should work

addition of new services

 Express competences of data

scientist and data technologist
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Deployment Models
 Specify how

procedural models are
incarnated in a ready-to-be-deployed
architecture

 Drive analytics execution in real

scenarios

 Platform dependent

Declarative
Models

(Non-)Fuctional
Goals: Service goals
of Big Data Pipeline

Reservoir
and
Procedural
Models

What the BDA
should achieve and
how to achieve
objectives

Deployment
Models

How the BDA
process should work

 Allow model verification, reuse and

sharing

 Code once, deploy everywhere

Platform
Platform
Platform
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Overview
Declarative
Specifications

Declarative
Model
Specification

Reservoir
Catalog

Reservoi
Reservoir
instantiati
on
one

Service
Selection

Service
Catalog

Procedural
Model
Definition

Service
Composition
Repository

Deployment
Configurations

Deployment
Model
Execution

Workflow
Compiler

To recipies

to code-based

MBDAaaS
Platform

Big Data
Platform

Declarative Model Definition

Declarative Models
 Declarative models are specifications about goals

to be
achieved or features describing the state of the system
supporting the BDA
 They express

 They support
 Usability

requirements on the BDA

and productivity -> Computation Independent LoA
 Verifiability -> An initial level of verification: compatible specification,
filtering procedural specifications
 Accountability and reproducibility -> Comparison of multiple
configurations
 Technology neutrality -> Platform independence

Simple Interface
 Suitable for

based GUI

web-

 No prior

experience
required

 More this

afternoon…

TOREADOR Review
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Declarative Models: Vocabulary
 Declarative model offers a

vocabulary for an computation
independent description of BDA

 Organized in 5 areas
 Representation
 Preparation
 Analytics

 Processing

 Visualization and Reporting

 Each specification can be structured in three levels:
 Goal: Indicator

– Objective – Constraint
 Feature: Type – Sub Type – Sub Sub Type

Procedural Model Definition

Overview
Reservoir
Catalog

Declarative
Specifications

Declarative
Model
Specification

Reservoi
Reservoir
instantiati
on
one

Service
Selection

MBDAaaS
Platform

Service
Catalog

Procedural
Model
Definition

Service
Composition
Repository

Deployment
Configurations

Deployment
Model
Execution

Workflow
Compiler

Big Data
Platform

Procedural Models
 Platform-independent models that formally

and
unambiguously describe how analytics should be
configured and executed
 They are generated

following goals and constraints specified in
the declarative models
 They provide a workflow in the form of a service orchestration
 Sequence
 Choice

 If-then

 Do-While
 Split-Join

OWL-S Service Selection
 OWL-S

ontology includes service interfaces from Spark library
and is extendable with externally defined services
 Sample addition:

privacy-preserving random forest (CINI)

 The

process retrieves those services available in the platform
that are compatible with the goals specified in the declarative
model using an extended version of OWL-S

 The

OWL-S ontology is structured in three interrelated subontologies:
 Profile ontology is used to express what “does” the service
 Process model ontology describes “how it works”
 Grounding ontology maps the constructs of the process model

onto
detailed specifications of message formats, protocols, and so forth

OWL-S Service Composition Definition
 The last step of the process consists in the definition of an

OWL-S service composition
 Composition is defined according to a flow specified by the
user together with the declarative model

OWL-S Editor: Submit Declarative Model
POST http://54.171.144.211:8081/toreadorLab-owls-editorservice/api/services/submitDeclarativeModels

1.
2.
3.

4.

Receives a list of declarative
models
Extract areas and categories
from declarative models
Identify OWL-S services
compatible with the extracted
areas and categories.
For each area return a list of
compatible services.

Parse Declarative
Models
Extract Areas and
Categories
Identify suitable
OWL-S services
Create list Areas
to OWL-S
Services

SPARQL Select

Triple
Store

OWL-S Editor: User-Defined Workflow
 User creates the

flow based on
the list of
returned
services.

 The flow

is
submitted to the
service which
translates it into
OWL-S service
composition.

OWL-S Editor: Generates OWL-S Service Composition
POST http://54.171.144.211:8081/toreadorLab-owls-editorservice/api/services/createOWLSfromWorkflow

1.
2.

3.
4.

a.
b.
c.

Receives the user defined Workflow
Analyses workflow Nodes and Edges
to detect the type of control
construct required.
Create OWL-S Service Composition
Add references to Atomic OWL-S
services and grounding. Three
options:
Atomic service as URI Reference.
Atomic service as GET Request
references.
Self contained.

Obtain and
convert workflow
Analyse nodes and
edges
Create OWL-S
workflow
Add references to
OWL-S services

SPARQL Select

Triple
Store

SPARQL Select

Resulting OWL-S Workflow
Example of self-contained Atomic OWL-S services in final service composition:
…
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.toreador.it#MainWorkflowProcessSEQUENCESparkcleanserProfilePerform">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Process.owl#Perform"/>
<process:process rdf:resource="http://www.toreador-project.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#SparkcleanserProfile"/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.toreador.it#MainWorkflowGrounding">
<grounding:hasAtomicProcessGrounding rdf:resource="http://www.toreadorproject.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#SparkcleanserAtomicProcessGrounding"/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.toreador-project.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#SparkcleanserGrounding">
<grounding:hasAtomicProcessGrounding rdf:resource="http://www.toreadorproject.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#SparkcleanserAtomicProcessGrounding"/>
<service:supportedBy rdf:resource="http://www.toreadorproject.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#SparkcleanserService"/>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Grounding.owl#WsdlGrounding"/>
<rdfs:label>SparkcleanserGrounding</rdfs:label>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.toreador-project.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#SparkcleanserProfile">
<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="http://www.toreador-project.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#inputDataPath"/>
<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="http://www.toreador-project.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#outputPath"/>
<profile:hasInput rdf:resource="http://www.toreador-project.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#stringPattern"/>
<profile:hasOutput rdf:resource="http://www.toreador-project.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#outputPath"/>
<profile:serviceCategory rdf:resource="http://www.toreadorproject.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#SparkcleanserServiceCategory"/>
<profile:serviceName>Sparkcleanser</profile:serviceName>
<profile:textDescription>Replaces every occurrency of a regular expression with an empty
string</profile:textDescription>
<service:presentedBy rdf:resource="http://www.toreadorproject.eu/BDMOntologies/Sparkcleanser.owl#SparkcleanserService"/>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Profile.owl#Profile"/>
<rdfs:label>SparkcleanserProfile</rdfs:label>
</rdf:Description>

…

Models to recipes

Overview
Declarative
Specifications

Declarative
Model
Specification

Reservoir
Catalog

Service
Selection

MBDAaaS
Platform

Service
Catalog

Procedural
Model
Definition

Service
Composition
Repository

Deployment
Configurations

Deployment
Model
Execution

Workflow
Compiler

Big Data
Platform

Workflow Compiler
 It consists of two main sub-processes
 Structure generation: the

compiler parses the procedural model
and identifies the process operators (sequence, alternative,
parallel, loop) composing it

 Service configuration: for

each service in the procedural model
the corresponding one is identified and inserted in the
deployment model

 Support transformations to any orchestration engine

available as a service
 Oozie

version available

From OWL-S Service Composition to Deployment
Models
 Deployment models:
 specify

how procedural models are instantiated and configured on a
target platform
 drive analytics execution in real scenario
 are platform-dependent

 Workflow

compiler transforms the procedural model in a
deployment model that can be directly executed on the target
platform.

 This

transformation is based on a compiler that takes as input

 the OWL-S service composition
 information on the target platform

 and produces as

(e.g., installed services/algorithms),

output a technology-dependent workflow

From OWL-S Service Composition to Oozie Workflow
 Deployment models are implemented as Oozie workflow

 OWL-S service composition structure is mapped on Oozie

control constructs

From OWL-S Service Composition to Oozie Workflow
 Workflow compiler takes as
 the

input

OWL-S service composition
 information on the target platform (e.g., installed
services/algorithms),

…

 and produces as
 XML file of the
 job.properties

output an Oozie workflow

workflow

Oozie Components

How to use models for achieving
certifiable non-functional properties
of AI applications
Research outlook

Differential privacy
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The Dalenius requirement
Before contributing an entry e of the training set f, one could be
tempted to require that computing F in production (i.e., the
inference) should reveal absolutely nothing about f.
• This is a re-phrasing of the classic Dalenius requirement for
statistical databases
• Three decades of research in privacy have shown that it cannot
be achieved if side information about S is available.
In our example, access to lists of MSc is public…

Differential privacy
Cynthia Dwork's seminal work has turned the “impossible"
Dalenius requirement into an achievable goal:
Observing the execution of F, one should be able to
infer the same information about any entry e of f as by
observing F’, obtained using the training set
f ’ = f - {e} + {r}, where r is a random entry.
This will provide the owner of e - assuming she has something
to gain by knowing the result of F - with some rational
motivation for contributing e to the training set, as she will be
able to deny any specific claim on the value of e that anyone
could put forward based on F (plausible deniability).

Dwork’s formula

Basic ideas
The basic approach to achieving
differential privacy: Introducing a degree of
randomization in the computation of F , making
[F(x)] a random variable over DS.
Question: How to model randomization,
depending on the nature of F ?

A sample (non ML) randomization
• The loan agency computes an estimate F of
the average amount of its loan requests, and
display it in a kiosk.
• Privacy problem: anyone who knows the number
n of borrowers, observing the average amount
before and after a customer has applied for a
loan, will be able to guess the amount the
customer borrowed.
• The loan agency may protect its customers'
privacy by adding to the loan requests some
type of random noise.
• Can we represent the randomization in
the model and certify the model as
differentially private?

A sample randomization (2)
A popular probability density for such noise is the
Laplace distribution
• The distribution of this random variable is
“concentrated around the truth": the probability
that [F] is z units from F drops exponentially with
z.
• This randomization surely introduces some
uncertainty, as the screens no longer show F but
the value of a random variable [F] with Laplace
distribution whose average coincides with F.

A sample randomization (3)
Let’s see if this randomization guarantees that the
overhead screen content will be (epsilon) differentially
private.

Yes!
Replacing the last (actually, any) loan request by an arbitrary value
in the range [0,MAX], one can shift the amount of the average loan
by less than MAX/n; so, the probability value will change by an
amount smaller than
as requested by Eq. (1)

Plausible deniability

Bob is guessing the loan amount based on the new value in the kiosk
Alice is plausibly denying it, as any other value in the range could have
caused the same change (with a probability depending on epsilon)
Epsilon measures the privacy achieved – and the accuracy lost.
Regulations (e.g., EU GDPR) dictate its value or at least its presence!

Modeling randomization: decision trees
Age<=35
P,P

NP,P,NP

Income>medium
P

P

P
NP, NP

N
P

RED: training data
GREEN: tree that goes in
production
Feature selection: entropy
reduction
• Problem: anyone observing
the tree operation will be
able to infer that young
people in the training set
were lousy re-payers!
• We would like to randomize
the procedural model, but
where do we inject the
noise?

Interactive randomization
COUNT
Age<=35
All P

DIFF(NP-P)
COUNT
income>medium
All P

P

P
All NP

NP

Blum, Dwork et al. recipe
(2005):
• Substitute conditions
with queries
• Make query answers
noisy (DIFF(NP-P)
Laplacian random
variable with average
|NP-P|)
This randomization is interactive: the
Laplace noise injection is done when the
tree is built, and the original non-noisy
data must be available somewhere.

Non-interactive randomization
• We regard this interactivity as a source of concerns,
as it is hardly likely that f will be or stay in safe hands.
• Outsourcing training data storage before randomization
leaves the door open to misuse, e.g. “rogue“ models
escaping mandatory randomization in the hope of higher
accuracy.

• The same effect should be obtained in a noninteractive setting where – instead of computing noisy
queries - the noise is added once and for all.
• Release a new training set f ’ composed of data who follow
the same distribution of the original f, but are randomly
modified to satisfy differential privacy criteria.

Non-interactive randomization
• Typical non-interactive noisy data are histograms, i.e. disjoint
partitions of f with the number of data points which fall into each
partition.
• With respect to the training set f in our loan agency example, the single
attribute gender generates the histogram {(M,3), (F,2)}.

• Introducing noise can be done by making the histogram's
cardinalities random variables.
• Using single-attribute histograms of f instead of f itself to build decision
trees we can use the tree while ensuring plausible deniability to the data
owners of the actual training set.

• However, there are drawbacks:
• Building histograms for all attribute combinations is space-consuming
• Total noise may add up if training requires aggregating multiple histogram
points.

Piggyback randomization in the procedural model
• Use data set randomization techniques commonly
used in training models and superimpose the
privacy one.

• Example: Random Forests (RFs), proposed by Breiman et al.
in 2001 to improve over decision trees
• RF construction procedure starts with the entire f as the
current subset. At each step, RF selects a random subset of
the current subset (SELECT some lines) and a random subset
of the features (PROJECT some columns) then uses the data
to builds a node of the decision tree.
• Randomization on columns provides an alternative to greedy
selecting at each step the best discriminating feature in term of
entropy reduction.

Questions
• How do we modify randomization on rows to
(interactively) introduce Laplacian noise?
• Additional idea: use projections to model a F
(probabilistically) blind with respect to ethically
charged features (e.g., age and gender in our
example)

• Some RF construction algorithms do perform costbased feature selection without affecting the overall
quality of the training.

Conclusions
• Two Take-away ideas”
• Modeling AI pipeline provides
automating orchestration and
deployment
• Models can support a priori
certification of key non-functional
properties, including privacy and
ethics
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